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CALL -  le Port Des Créateurs

      BOOSTER #5  -  arts

“Le Port Des Créateurs” is a Toulon-based association designed 
for artists, cultural associations and entrepreneurs both local, 
national and international. We provide support and assistance 
for all projects related to emerging artistic practices, from 
concept to completion. Residency, workshops, studios, these 
varied formats contribute to a multidisciplinary approach.

Booster residency aims to provide support for the development 
of an artistic project, enabling it to emerge on the territory of the 
“Métropole Toulon Provence Méditerranée” and have a wider 
impact throughout France, Europe, and on the international 
scene.

LPDC is based in the historic centre of Toulon and works closely 
with the town’s cultural structures : Conservatoire TPM, École 
Supérieure d’Art et de Design TPM, Universities etc.
For this fifth Booster edition, LPDC, has chosen to focus on the 
arts.

For whom ?
Emerging artists 
Booster #5 will allow the artist who is selected to benefit from a 
period of time in which to research and experiment with his/her 
project “in situ”.

LPDC will facilitate networking for the artist within a wider area, 
assist with the project’s development strategy and presentation.

Duration of the artist’s residency is two months. For this edition, 
it will be accompanied by one specially trained tutors, Isabelle 
Bourgeois.

A publication, whose form remains to be determined 
(photographic, written, video... ), will be prepared and developed 
at the end of the residency period. It will be financed by LPDC*.

*details of the terms of residency in Appendix 1 : standard agreement



TERMS
Residency will be provided in the last quarter of  2020.

The amount of the creativity grant is 2,000 euros within a 
provisional overall budget estimated at 9,600 euros.

Accommodation (a furnished studio in the town centre) and 
travel expenses will be provided.
Work space will also be placed at the artist’s disposal.

The winning candidate enters into a commitment to be 
present on the territory throughout the residency’s duration.

Application with CV and the project’s presentation file to be 
sent by July 31st, 2020, at latest.
Selection of the winning  application, with a jury, on August.

The support strategy will be implemented once the project 
has been selected. Creation of a partnership with an existing 
and recognized cultural event will be proposed.

APPLICATION          
Surname 
First name
Age 
Adress 
E-mail 
Telephone 
Website 

-  booster #5 call for projects

-  arts residency

PRATICAL INFOS      
leportdescreateurs@gmail.com
www.leportdescreateurs.net

07 83 30 73 75
04 94 63 65 39

place des savonnières
83 000 Toulon

contact for further info
Marion Jeunet Fougerat

-  le port des créateurs


